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{p4} RESEARCH 

 
RESEARCH the FOLLOWING 
{we will be looking for evidence in 
your visual journal...sketch/define/ 
identify examples in your reading} 

 
abstraction 

attachment & binding 

contour 

installation 
 

limited color palette 

mass 

non-representational 

planes 

realism 
 

scale {human scale} 
 

site specific 

volume 

 
Additive Building Skills: cut it, score it, 
tear it, wrinkle it, laminate it, mold it, 
bend it, wrap it, twist it, roll it, layer it, 
glue it, rearrange it, glue it, repeat it, fold 
it. 

 
Subtractive Building Skills: carve it, 
cut it, drill it, crush it, sand it, slice it, 
poke it, mold it, form it, repeat it. 

 
 
 
 
Collaborative Teaching Team: 
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead 

 

shsuWASH.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
{p4} Carving Space Series 
 
Challenge: 
Gain an understanding of rendering a common form {a shoe} in three different 
styles; Realist, Abstract, Non-Representational.  Additionally, expand your 
creative problem solving skills, by creating a series built primarily using 
additive building skills {masking tape} & a second series primarily using 
subtractive building skills {Styrofoam}. Final presentation will invite a further 
investigation of space by creating a small site-specific installation within the 
WASH building. 
 
 
Objectives: 
+ Observe and analyze characteristics and functionality of your object 
through careful observation and research 
+ Conceptually adapt, replicate, stylize, exaggerate and modify the 
representation of your object using three different styles 
+ Create an ambitious series, beyond what is expected 
+ Gain building skills {additive & subtractive} in three dimensions, that 
demonstrate thoughtfulness 
+ Installation that responds to the space in a unique way. 
+ Build critical thinking & creative problem solving skills while working within 
a series. 
 
Materials: 
Your shoe, masking tape, cardboard, card stock, paper, poster board & glue 
found Styrofoam, foam board, sanding block, eye goggles, files, hacksaw 
blades. White tissue paper & glue {for the final surface 
treatment of the Styrofoam series}. 
 
 
Phase One {additive building}:  
Create three versions of one shoe, using primarily masking tape to additively build 
each form.  Create one realistic shoe, one abstracted shoe & one non-
representational shoe. Scale should be close to actual size of your shoe with the 
realistic version, but may vary with the other style interpretations.   
 
Phase One is due on:__________________. 
 
 
 



Phase Two {subtractive building} 
Create three versions of one shoe by carving three Styrofoam blocks using subtractive 
skills to build each form. Create one realistic shoe, one abstracted shoe, and one non-
representational “shoe.” Scale should be close to actual size of your shoe with the 
realistic version, but may vary with the other style interpretations. After sanding & 
polishing each Styrofoam form, they will be finished by attaching/wrapping them in 
white tissue paper. 
 
Installation of Final Phase: 
You will have the opportunity to respond to a space within the WASH building & 
create a site-specific installation using your three primarily subtractive forms from 
the final phase of this project. Assigned spots that will be given to you by your 
instructor. Each spot will provide space to either interact with the wall, ceiling, floor 
or some combination. Being able to adjust to this assigned space is important, and 
will actually prepare you for future group shows, where often your wall/floor space is 
assigned without your input. How you respond/use the space is important & you will 
need to adapt your installation ideas based on the space. 
Assigned spaces will be given by instructor on:   . 

 
Phase Two:  

Final Installation due for group critique on: _______________.  

Visual Journal + Digital Journal Research {do this} 

1. How do you think your contemporary artist w o u l d  handle this challenge? 
2. How do your artistic habits change/shift as you move from building 
additive to subtractive building? 
3. What style do you find most challenging to create? Why? 
 
Sketch all aspects/phases of your work. Keep track of your ideas/plans. 
Document all aspects of your work as it evolves.   
4 .  What can you learn from your process? 
 
Installation research & plans.  
5 .  How can you solve this problem in an innovative way? SKETCH out 10-20 
options/ideas. PLAN.  
6. How will you need to alter your hanging methods? Lighting? 

 
Tension between each shoe is an important thing to consider.  
7 .  How can you tell a story with your installation & handling of materials? 
Think about proximity, negative space, and directional force.   
8. How you would like the viewer to respond/interact with the work? 

 
Evaluation: 
Phase One: Tape {primarily additive} 
Phase Two: Styrofoam {primarily subtractive} 
Craftsmanship {In support of both design + concept} 
Understanding of artistic styles {realism, abstraction & non-representational} 
Installation {use of space/response to space} 
Overall Design + Concept 

 
Reading: Reference lecture readings & artists presentations to consider 
how ideas & concepts relate to visually solving this specific problem. How 
do artists from the past & present generate ideas? How do they inventively 
handle materials? How do they transform materials? What are trends in 
contemporary art + design as it relates to each style? Think. 

 
 
 

 valeriepowell@shsu.edu ronhollingshead@shsu.edu 


